
Impact Wrestling – September
29, 2016: So Close Now
Impact  Wrestling
Date: September 29, 2016
Location: Impact Zone, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: D’Angelo Dinero, Josh Matthews

It’s an interesting show this week for very different reasons. Above all
else (at least in theory) this is the go home show for Bound For Glory.
However, if the rumors are true, there’s also a strong chance that this
is one of the, if not the very, last episodes of the show in general.
Let’s get to it.

Jeremy Borash is in the ring to introduce Ethan Carter III and Lashley as
the captains for tonight’s Lethal Lockdown. We’re going to get something
like a live draft with the following teams announced:

Lashley, Drew Galloway, Mike Bennett, Maria Kanellis

Carter, Aron Rex, Moose, Gail Kim

The captains talk a lot of trash and say this is all that matters to them
at the pay per view. Lashley isn’t like the people Carter has beaten
because he can end Ethan’s career. Carter has a challenge: the two of
them starting Lethal Lockdown one on one. Lashley agrees.

X-Division Title: Eddie Edwards vs. DJZ

DJZ is defending after accepting Edwards’ challenge last week. They chop
it out to start until DJZ gets in a hurricanrana to send Eddie outside.
DJZ’s flip dive doesn’t work though and it’s Eddie sending the champ into
the barricade for a suicide dive. A sitout powerbomb gets two for Eddie
but he takes too long going for the Boston Knee Party, allowing DJZ to
hit a ZDT to retain at 5:34.

Rating: C. Well that happened. This was yet another match that probably
should have been at Bound For Glory but instead let’s throw it on here
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for five minutes with no time to develop. As usual there’s nothing
significant going on in the X-Division and there’s no title match
announced three days before the biggest show of the year. I’m sure some
multi-man match will be added on because that’s how this division works.

Post match the Helms Dynasty comes out and beats up both guys.

Maria yells at Allie some more when Laura comes in. Allie looks like
she’s about to cry as Maria says this is what a woman should look like.

Mike Bennett and Moose had a sitdown interview earlier with Moose talking
about how he’s dealt with people like Bennett for his entire football
career. Bennett says this isn’t football and promises to teach Moose a
lesson on Sunday. Moose says after he beats Bennett all around the ring,
the fans will be chanting one name.

Madison Rayne vs. Laurel Van Ness

Laurel offers Madison a chance to kiss her hand before the match but
Madison forearms her in the face. That means it’s time for a trip to the
floor so Allie can check Laurel’s makeup. Back in and Laurel gets in a
few slaps as even Josh is sounding bored with this match. Laurel hits a
curb stomp for the pin at 3:56.

Rating: D. We’re three days away from the biggest show of the year and
TNA is showcasing a newcomer instead of building up the matches they’ve
got coming up. It says a lot when Josh Matthews, who can get hyped over
whatever latest stupid sitcom he’s shilling for Pop, sounds like he’d
rather be anywhere else. Laurel was watchable and the gimmick works but
not the right time to debut it.

Allie announces Laurel as the winner, as per Maria’s orders.

Lashley offers a title shot to anyone who takes Ethan out.

Drew Galloway is in the ring and calls out Aron Rex for a chat. Galloway
talks about how he made this the place to be (for unemployment checks) so
you’re welcome. Rex: “First of all, get your own catchphrase.” Aron
promises to beat Drew up like a greasy haired loser so Drew brings up the
stuntman. This Sunday there can only be one and that’s going to be Drew



Galloway. Security comes out to break up the brawl but both guys get in
cheap shots.

Decay promises to destroy the Hardys.

Long recap of Decay vs. House Hardy.

Reby Hardy vs. Rosemary

Reby throws her around to start but gets choked down. Some forearms to
the back have Reby in trouble but she grabs a Twist of Fate, only to have
Steve get on the apron for a distraction. Reby goes after Steve and it’s
the mist to Reby’s eyes for the DQ at 3:10.

Rating: D-. Yeah this was all you could have expected. Neither of them
are regular wrestlers and the “match” was your old school Divas catfight
instead of anything resembling wrestling. This feud can’t end quickly
enough for me as I’m tired of hearing them say the same things for months
on end.

Post match the big brawl breaks out and Rosemary gives Reby a Side Effect
through a table.

Lashley wins the coin toss for his team.

Back from a break, Decay beats on Matt and Jeff even more. They fight to
the back where Matt is electrocuted by a cable and we go to three camera
shots at once with Steve shouting DECAY.

Cody Rhodes vignette.

Maria and Gail have another sitdown interview with Maria insisting on
being introduced properly. They insult each other a few times and argue
over whether the title or the Hall of Fame is more important.

Tyrus is talking about the Bound For Gold match when Eli Drake
interrupts. A business partnership is offered but Tyrus isn’t interested.
Then what’s the point of his character?

We run down the Bound For Glory card. The X-Division Title isn’t
mentioned.



Ethan gives his team a pep talk.

Team Carter vs. Team Lashley

This is Lethal Lockdown, meaning there’s a cage with weapons around the
ring. Two men will start for five minutes and then Lashley’s team sends
in a man for a 2-1 advantage for two minutes. After those two minutes are
up, Team Carter sends in a second man to even things up. The teams
alternate every two minutes until all eight are in. At that point the
cage roof lowers and it’s one fall to a finish.

Carter is in the ring to start but Lashley sends Bennett out to start
instead. They slug it out to start with Carter getting the better of it,
only to walk into a spinebuster. A clothesline gets Carter out of trouble
and both guys are down until it’s Galloway giving Lashley’s team their
advantage. The beating is on and we take a break.

Back with Rex coming in to even things up and the good guys take over, as
is always the case in these things. Lashley gives his team another
advantage as the clock is all over the place here. There’s nothing to
talk about here as they’re just hitting each other over and over during
these periods. Moose even things up and hits a spinning crossbody but
everything evens out until it’s Maria coming down the ramp.

Bennett tells her not to get in though so the brawling continue until
Gail Kim comes out and throws Maria inside. That lasts all of ten seconds
as Maria runs out with Gail chasing her up the ramp. I’m SO glad they
were added here and not, say, whoever is in the X-Division Title match.
Ah right, WE DON’T HAVE ONE OF THOSE FOR THE PAY PER VIEW.

Back from another break with Lashley’s team in full control until Lashley
has them stop for a meeting, allowing Rex to come back with a chair shot.
Moose and Rex take turns beating Lashley down with various weapons.
Bennett gets in a pipe shot on Rex and superkicks a chair into Moose’s
face.

Moose does the same thing with a dropkick but walks into the Futureshock.
It’s down to Carter vs. Lashley with Ethan winning a slugout and sending
him head first into the cage. The TK3 is no sold so Lashley spears him



down and grabs the head and arms choke. Carter goes for the ropes but it
doesn’t matter inside the cage. Ethan passes out at 29:03.

Rating: C+. The women being a big waste of time aside, this was a
standard Lethal Lockdown with an odd ending as Carter probably shouldn’t
lose to end the go home show. Lashley continues to look dominant and he
probably should drop the title on Sunday. The other people were really
just background noise here, which is why this was such a waste of a
gimmick. Just do an eight person tag or something.

Lashley’s choice for the main event: no holds barred.

Overall Rating: D+. Bound For Glory, assuming it happens, really isn’t
looking that hot on paper and this show didn’t do it many favors. The
matches have all been built up well enough but they’re still not
interesting. The main event being no holds barred doesn’t do much for me
and the X-Division still not having a match isn’t much better. The
company certainly isn’t heading in on a high note but that’s pretty
standard anymore.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book, KB’s Complete 2014 Raw and Smackdown Reviews Part I at
Amazon for just $3.99 at:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01LY6766K#nav-subnav

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6


Impact Wrestling – September
8,  2016:  We  Want  Wrestling
And Hat Eating Giraffes!
Impact  Wrestling
Date: September 8, 2016
Location: Impact Zone, Orlando, Florida
Commentators: D’Angelo Dinero, Josh Matthews

We have arrived. Unfortunately it’s not at Bound For Glory or anything
that’s going to matter in the long run, but we’ve reached Final Deletion
II: This Time It’s REALLY Final. In other words, Decay is going to the
Hardy Compound to fight Matt and Jeff in what’s going to be a big mess
that you may or may not find highly entertaining. Let’s get to it.

Senor Benjamin and Vanguard I tell us that these segments will be
performed by professionals and no animals were harmed in making this.

We see a clip from last week with Reby saying prepare the battlefield.

Senor Benjamin digs graves for Decay as we hear an operatic version of
the Obsolete song.

Matt tells Senor Benjamin to prepare the personal zoo for visitation.

Here are Mike Bennett and Maria with something to say. Mike says don’t
bite the hand that feeds you, which is what Moose has been doing lately.
It was Bennett that brought Moose in and paid him but thanks to a
strongly worded text message, Moose has been fired. With him out of the
way, Mike can become World Champion like he deserves.

This brings out Dixie Carter of all people to say people are here to
watch wrestling. Tell me Dixie: how much time is Final Deletion II
getting tonight? Mike says no one appreciates either himself or Maria but
he knows Dixie is about to put him in the main event. Dixie says not so
fast because Mike will be in a match against, of course, Moose. Mike and
Maria wisely run off.
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Post break Mike and Maria yell at Dixie, who says Mike is in breach of
contract if he doesn’t fight. As a bonus, Maria is no longer in charge of
the Knockouts because she has to defend the Knockouts Title against an
opponent to be determined next week.

Gail Kim/Jade vs. Allie/Sienna

Sienna and Gail start things off because it’s always Gail first. Allie
gets tagged in and is promptly run over by a shoulder to send her
outside. Sienna tells Allie to stay out of it because she’s not a
wrestler. The fans want Allie but get Sienna’s running splash on Gail
instead. The AK47 is broken up but Sienna still won’t tag Allie in. Jade
comes in with her kicks and Allie accidentally tags herself in and hits
Sienna by mistake. Sienna runs Allie over with the Silencer and Jade gets
the pin at 4:38.

Rating: D. This was angle advancement though I’m really not sure where
this is going. Allie is being turned face but how do you go from her not
being able to do basic stuff properly to being able to fight someone like
Sienna? I still don’t care about Gail, Jade or Sienna but that’s the
product of forcing our way to Gail vs. Maria despite it being a squash on
paper.

Billy Corgan has a major announcement but won’t say what it is.

Back to the Hardy Compound with Matt bringing the rest of the team to his
personal zoo. That means a giraffe named George Washington eats a hat and
the brothers Hardy fighting a kangaroo named Smoking Joe Frazier. Later,
Matt, described as a spot monkey whisperer, talks to monkeys named after
members of the X-Division. Then a tiger tells Matt that Decay arrives
tonight. I really don’t know what I just saw but it’s giving me
flashbacks to Mean Gene and George Steele in the Detroit Zoo so we’ll
declare this awesome.

Corgan is in the ring and unveils the Grand Championship, which is
replacing the now retired King of the Mountain Title. This brings out
Drew Galloway to say he’s 6’5, thirty one years old and has sixteen years
experience so how can anyone else be the choice? Corgan says this is the
evolution of wrestling and we get a video giving us the rules



3 rounds

3 minutes per round

The match can end at any time but each round is scored on a 10 point
system and if no one wins in the nine minute time limit (yes a nine
minute time limit), three judges will declare a winner.

There will be an eight man tournament and the first champion will be
crowned at Bound For Glory. Galloway says he is this business but here’s
Aron Rex to say this started over a title and it’s ending with Drew going
back to Scotland in a medical helicopter. Corgan says not so fast because
we’ve got a tournament match right now.

Grand Championship Tournament First Round: Braxton Sutter vs. Drew
Galloway

The judges are just unnamed people and the lights are down for some
reason. Drew gets in a belly to belly and says that’s a ten. A boot to
the face gets two for Galloway and he fires off chops in the corner as
this is one sided so far. Some right hands have Sutter in more trouble
and the first round ends at just over three minutes. The first round goes
to Drew 10-9 all around, giving us a 30-27 score.

Sutter gets beaten up for the first minute of the second round before he
snaps Drew’s throat across the top rope to take over. A superplex gets
two on Galloway and a snap powerslam gets the same. Sutter pounds away as
Josh says Drew has given up his back (because this is a UFC match) and
the second round ends. The scores go 10-9, 10-9 and 9-10 in Sutter’s
favor…..which means the match is even because they’ve won a round each.
Sure why not. Drew gets in a piledriver and the Iron Maiden makes Sutter
tap at 8:03 (including breaks between rounds).

Rating: D. So to recap, the number of points you get don’t count because
it’s based on who wins two rounds? In other words, they’re trying to make
this like UFC but want to switch it just enough that it’s not UFC?
Ignoring the scoring system (never been a fan in wrestling), this was a
bad match with the guys mainly chopping each other and then pounding away
like a UFC fight to end the rounds. Oh and again: nine minute time



limits. How can that be a good idea?

During the break, Rockstar Spud attacked Sutter.

A guy leaves a liquor store and runs into Rosemary. Sexual innuendo is
exchanged and Decay attacks, leaving the guy in the road and stealing the
truck. Abyss says he’s heard Cameron is beautiful this time of the year.

We go to a press conference for the main event of Bound For Glory.
Corgan, Ethan Carter III and Lashley all come out to their entrance music
with the fans/press waving their arms to Ethan’s song. Corgan talks about
how this is the kind of match you’re going to remember in twenty years.
Carter sees a monster in Lashley but he also sees a coward behind those
sunglasses.

Lashley destroyed a division and that’s not cool. They started fighting
back in England over Kurt Angle’s broken body (Lashley: “I did that.”)
and it ends at Bound For Glory. Lashley talks about being the guy that
can defend Impact from other organizations but Carter says he’s beaten
everyone and Lashley will be no different. Lashley goes on a rant about
everyone he’s hurt and how Carter will be no different (that sounds
familiar). A brawl broke out and the “press” just awkwardly watched. This
is by far the best thing on the show tonight but that’s just because it’s
less insane than the other stuff.

The brawl continued after a break with Lashley throwing Carter out of a
door and through some wood.

Video on Jesse Godderz and how excited he is for the Grand Championship
tournament.

Grand Championship Tournament First Round: Eli Drake vs. Jesse Godderz

Apparently you get points for aggressiveness, controlling the action and
physicality. They trade arm work to start with Godderz working on a
chinlock. A dropkick and forearm get two for Jesse and it’s a few
armdrags to wrap up the first round. Jesse wins the first round 29-28
with the announcers turning into analysts in between rounds.

Drake hammers away in the corner and gets two off a DDT. A powerslam gets



the same but Jesse gets in a forearm, followed by the Adonis Lock. Drake
rides out the clock to end the round and it goes to Godderz again. The
final round begins with Drake hitting some kind of a powerbomb but
getting caught in the Adonis Lock again. An Angle Slam gets two on Eli,
only to have him hit Blunt Force Trauma for the quick pin at 9:24 total.

Rating: D+. This was another basic match with a gimmick attached that
makes it feel more “real” because that’s what wrestling fans tune in to
see on a show featuring a boxing kangaroo. I like Drake and Godderz has
grown on me tremendously but there’s nothing you can do when you’re
having three mini matches and have to play to some judges who aren’t
likely to mean much in this whole tournament.

We recap Galloway and Rex’s issues over the last few weeks.

Rex is kicking stuff over and really doesn’t feel like talking. He’s
talked and performed for years but he’s done thinking. So here’s the
problem: there’s a good chance these two are going to wind up in the
finals of the Grand Championship tournament at Bound For Glory. Ok, cool.
Those two fighting for a title is fine. What’s not cool is having this
big, violent feud’s first match be in this rigidly timed format with a
nine minute time limit. Let them beat the heck out of each other instead
of going to a judges’ decision or having to get the match done fast.
Think this stuff through.

It’s time for Final Deletion II. Decay goes after Senor Benjamin but he
turns a shovel around to show the word DELETE. We cut to Decay arriving
at the house, which Rosemary calls home sweet home. They look through the
window to see Reby holding Maxill but here’s Matt, who KNEW THEY WOULD
COME.

Back from a break and it’s time for the showdown with the Hardys (the
three adults) holding up their fireworks. Abyss: “THIS IS NOT BEAUTIFUL!”
Hang on because there are going to be a lot of very quick cuts in this
thing. The Hardys chase them off with the fireworks and a ladder is
knocked over. It’s really hard to see what’s going on here but for some
reason fireworks are being shot horizontally at Decay but a camera cut
shows them exploding in the air.



Matt sends Reby back to the house as Decay hides behind ye olde
dilapidated boat. Abyss tells someone to get to the house and Jeff
dropkicks the boat into the water. Cue Senor Benjamin to say Matt needs
the boat. Jeff disappears and Benjamin starts pulling the boat but Joseph
Park walks out of the water. Park: “Brother Benjamin! I loved you in
Final Deletion!” Benjamin tazes Park and puts him in a conveniently
placed bulldozer.

It’s off to Steve, who tries to send Jeff face first into a fire inside a
big tire. That earns Steve a sitout gorbuster into a pool and they fight
underwater. Matt is walking through smoke and calling for Rosemary as
Benjamin dumps Park (presumably) into a grave. Jeff chokes Steve out
under the water and sits on the side of the pool, only to be pulled back

in ala the end of Friday the 13th.

Back to Benjamin who laughs at the grave but Abyss pops out to choke him.
Steve and Jeff fight over a pool toy but it’s back to Abyss going after
Matt and pulling out Janice. Jeff takes the shot to the ribs for his
brother but here’s Vanguard I to launch rockets at Decay. The Hardy
symbol in the grass is lit on fire with Steve inside. We cut back to the
house where Rosemary has Maxill.

Vanguard I tells her to put him down so she blows mist at the drone to
knock it offline. Maxill escaped somewhere in there and here’s Matt to
say Rosemary has crossed a line. She mists him but he sucks it into his
mouth and spits it back at her. Maxill staggers over to Matt as Reby
reappears. The family is reunited but we cut back to Jeff who is laying
on the ground in agony. Steve laughs at the fallen Benjamin and a car, I
guess containing Decay, leaves to end the show.

So yeah, the Final Deletion is basically Sharknado. It was a lot of fun
the first time because it was just so stupid but the second version is
really just a bigger budget version where you expect the same stuff over
and over again. Other than the random Joseph Park cameo (really funny),
this was a lot of the same bits that they did the first time but without
the “what am I watching” reactions. I had fun with it and all but I
really don’t need to see this again unless they come up with something
fresh next time. It also doesn’t help that this set up (in theory) a



regular tag match at Bound For Glory. Isn’t that kind of backwards?

Overall Rating: D. Let’s get this one out of the way right now: there was
an idea here. This show was an attempt to try a lot of different stuff
and not just do the same old ideas that we’ve covered for so many months
if not years. I can give them a lot of credit for that attempt but that
doesn’t mean it’s something that worked.

The wrestling here was bad and as is so often the case, that’s not on the
wrestlers themselves. The tag match was built around Allie not knowing
what to do and the other two matches were hamstrung by the time
constraints and rules. Unfortunately that’s all the wrestling we had here
as the Final Deletion is just an insane segment and not a match by any
stretch. I really didn’t care much for this show but it’s an example
where they tried to do something different, which you really don’t see
often in wrestling. There’s certainly an audience that wants to see this
but I don’t know how big it really is.

Results

Jade/Gail Kim b. Sienna/Jade – Silencer to Jade

Drew Galloway b. Braxton Sutter – Iron Maiden

Eli Drake b. Jesse Godderz – Blunt Force Trauma

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book, KB’s WWE Grab Bag at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01IH7O904

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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